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IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SUMMER (MELT SEASON) 
SEDIMENT/LAYER TYPE August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate summer (melt season) layer sediment/layer types for the annotation code.

SUMMER (MELT SEASON) LAYER CHARACTERISTICS (10-16)

SEDIMENT / LAYER TYPES:

Clayey silt to silty clay (usually relatively thin summer layers as compared to the silt to fine sand units below) Note: Gradation in 
summer layers is identified as two types: 1) gradation of the summer layer that is a single bed in which individual laminae cannot be 
defined, and 2) a summer layer in which gradation is in the form of well defined laminae or thin beds (bed stack) that either increase or 
decrease in coarseness upward. Grading should not include separate distinct muddy units that may occur at the beginning, end, or within 
the summer layer.

10 = summer layer is a very thin (<3 mm), usually thinner than winter bed. The thinness of these layers makes the 
identification of bedding arrangements difficult. 

11 = summer layer with single solid tone and massive with no apparent internal layering.
12 = summer layer is bedded with layers that are non-gradational from bottom to top of summer layer.
13 = summer layer with simple normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding.
14 = summer layer with simple reverse grading and little or no apparent internal bedding.
15 = summer layer is bedded with stacks of layers that form a normally gradational package from bottom to top.
16 = summer layer is bedded with stacks of layers that form a reversely gradational package from bottom to top.

Localities of Images



10 = summer layer is a very 
thin (<3 mm), usually thinner 
than winter bed. The 
thinness of these layers 
makes the identification of 
bedding arrangements 
difficult.

SEDIMENT/LAYER TYPES: Clayey silt to silty clay



11 = summer layer with single 
solid tone and massive with no 
apparent internal layering.



12 = summer layer is bedded 
with layers that are non- 
gradational from bottom to 
top of summer layer.



13 = summer layer with simple 
normal grading and little or no 
apparent internal bedding.



14 = summer layer is bedded 
with stacks of layers that form 
a normally gradational package 
from bottom to top.



15 = summer layer with simple 
reverse grading and little or no 
apparent internal bedding.



16 = summer layer is bedded with stacks 
of layers that form a reversely 
gradational package from bottom to top.



Xx label
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IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SUMMER (MELT SEASON) 
SEDIMENT/LAYER TYPE August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate summer (melt season) layer sediment/layer types for the annotation code.

SUMMER (MELT SEASON) LAYER CHARACTERISTICS (20-29)

SEDIMENT / LAYER TYPES: Silt to fine sand (often relatively thick summer layers as compared to the clayey units above) 
Note: Gradation in summer layers is identified as two types: 1) gradation of the summer layer that is a single bed 
in which individual laminae cannot be defined, and 2) a summer layer in which gradation is in the form of well 
defined laminae or thin beds (bed stack) that either increase or decrease in coarseness upward. Grading should 
not include separate distinct muddy units that may occur at the beginning, end, or within the summer layer.

20 = summer layer is a very thin (<3 mm), usually thinner than winter bed. Recorded ignoring 30-32. The thinness of these
layers makes the identification of bedding arrangements difficult.

21 = summer layer with single solid tone and massive with no prominent internal layering. Recorded ignoring 30-32.
22 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that are non-gradational from bottom to top of summer layer. Recorded

ignoring 30-32.
23 = summer layer with simple normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not include 32).
24 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form a normally gradational package from bottom to top (does not 

include 32).
25 = summer layer with simple reverse grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not include 30).
26 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form a reversely gradational package from bottom to top (does not

include 30).
27 = summer layer with initial reverse grading followed by normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not 

include 30 or 32).
28 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form an initially reverse graded package followed by a normally graded

package from bottom to top (does not include 30 or 32).
29 = summer layer is initially normal graded with reverse grading above. Summer grading is in the form of either: 1) a single

bed with no apparent internal laminations, 2) two beds with no apparent internal laminations, one bed normally graded and
the other reverse graded, or 3) a stack of beds that are initially normal graded and then reverse graded. 
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Localities of Images

ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley

KF – Kelsey Furgeson plant, Redland Brick Co., East Windsor, Connecticut, southern Connecticut Valley

LV1 – Willsboro, New York, Bouquet River, Champlain Valley

MER – Merrimack Valley, Soucook, New Hampshire

NEW – South Newbury, Vermont, northern Connecticut Valley,  Antevs’ (1922) site #73

PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire

SST – Sandy Stream, Jackman, Maine

STR – Starrucca Creek, Stevens Point (near Great Bend), Pennsylvania

WR – Wells River, Vermont



20 = summer layer is a very 
thin (<3 mm), usually thinner 
than winter bed. Recorded 
ignoring 30-32. The thinness 
of these layers makes the 
identification of bedding 
arrangements difficult.

SEDIMENT/LAYER TYPES: Silt to Fine Sand

WR

NEW



23

WR

KF

21 = summer layer with single 
solid tone and massive with no 
prominent internal layering. 
Recorded ignoring 30-32.



ALD

KF KF

KF

PHS

PHS

22 = summer layer is bedded with 
stack of layers that are non-gradational 
from bottom to top of summer layer. 
Recorded ignoring 30-32.



23 = summer layer with simple normal 
grading and little or no apparent 
internal bedding (does not include 32).

ALD

KF

KF

KF



24 = summer layer is bedded with 
stack of layers that form a normally 
gradational package from bottom to 
top (does not include 32).

ALD

ALD

STR SST



25 = summer layer with simple reverse 
grading and little or no apparent 
internal bedding (does not include 30).

ALD



26 = summer layer is bedded with 
stack of layers that form a reversely 
gradational package from bottom to 
top (does not include 30).

SST

KF

LV1

PHS

PHS

PHS

ALD

MER



27 = summer layer with initial reverse 
grading followed by normal grading 
and little or no apparent internal 
bedding (does not include 30 or 32).



28 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers 
that form an initially reverse graded package 
followed by a normal graded package from 
bottom to top (does not include 30 or 32).

PHS

ALD

ALD

ALD

ALD



29 = summer layer is initially normal graded with 
reverse grading above. Summer grading is in the 
form of either: 1) a single bed with no apparent 
internal laminations, 2) two beds with no apparent 
internal laminations, one bed normally graded 
and the other reverse graded, or 3) a stack of 
beds that are initially normal graded and then 
reverse graded.



Xx label
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IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SUMMER (MELT SEASON) 
BEDDING ARRANGEMENTS August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate summer (melt season) layer bedding arrangements for the annotation code.

SUMMER (MELT SEASON) LAYER CHARACTERISTICS (30-44) 
BEDDING ARRANGEMENTS:

Prominent Fine Layers 
30 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit at bottom apart from grading identified as 25, 26,

27, or 28. This unit is distinct from and siltier than the underlying winter layer and appears to mark low sediment input
and current velocity at the beginning of the melting season.

31 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit in middle.
32 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit at top separate from its winter layer and apart

from grading identified as 23, 24, 27, or 28. This unit is non-gradational with the winter layer above and siltier than the
winter layer. It appears to represent reduced sediment input and weakened current velocity at the end of the melting 
season. 

Prominent Coarse Layers 
34 = summer layer with no prominent coarse layers. (This is relatively rare in thicker varves.)
35 = summer layer with a prominent coarse (light) layer at its bottom. Recorded immediately above 30, if 30 is present.

This layer can typically represent the beginning of the melting season layer in ice-distal or valley side varves.
36 = summer layer with only one prominent coarse (light) layer in its middle.
37 = summer layer with 2 prominent coarse (light) layers in its middle.
38 = summer layer with 3 or more prominent coarse (light) layers in its middle.
39 = summer layer with a prominent coarse (light) layer at its top. Recorded immediately below 32, if 32 is present. This

unit may represent the end of the melting season layer.
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Localities of Images
ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley
BFL – Bellows Falls, Vermont, central Connecticut Valley
CNB – Canoe Brook, Dummerston, Vermont, central Connecticut Valley
KF – Kelsey Furgeson plant, Redland Brick Co., East Windsor, Connecticut, southern Connecticut Valley
MER – Merrimack Valley, Soucook, New Hampshire
PAS – East Barnet, Vermont, Passumpsic Valley, northern Connecticut basin
PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire
RR – River Road, Deerfield, Massachusetts, central Connecticut Valley
SST – Sandy Stream, Jackman, Maine
STR – Starrucca Creek, Stevens Point (near Great Bend), Pennsylvania
WR - Wells River, Vermont

Rhythmic (diurnal?) Layers (record all 3 of 40-42 for summer layer with rhythmic layering throughout)  Note: The very
regularly repeated layering of some internal rhythmic packages is highly suggestive of diurnal variation in 
sediment input and /or sediment dispersal. These units are most prominent in ice-proximal varves.
40 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds at bottom, may be in unit recorded as 30.
41 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds in middle, may be in unit recorded as 31.
42 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds at top, may be in unit recorded as 32 but should not

be in base of winter layer (see 59).

Waxing/Waning Structure  Note: Waxing/waning structures are grain size differences in the melting season layer 
that occur gradationally with no sharp boundaries between beds of different grain size. Caution should be 
used in interpreting waxing/waning structure in that its accurate recognition is highly dependent on core 
preparation and in some cases it could be the result of coring-induced shock of the sediment.

43 = summer layer that is 15-50% waxing (coarsening) and waning (fining) structure (cycles).
44 = summer layer that is >50% waxing (coarsening) and waning (fining) structure (cycles). 



30 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit 
at bottom apart from grading identified as 25, 26, 27, or 28. This unit is 
distinct from and siltier than the underlying winter layer and appears to 
mark low sediment input and current velocity at the beginning of the 
melting season.

ALD

ALD

ALD ALD ALD

ALD

PHS

Prominent Fine Layers



30 cont.

PAS

PHS
PHS

ALD

ALDALD



ALD

PHS

ALD

PHS

KF

KF

KF

KF

31 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non- 
bedded fine-grained unit in middle.

KF

PHS



32 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non- 
bedded fine-grained unit at top separate from its 
winter layer and apart from grading identified as 23, 
24, 27, or 28. This unit is non-gradational with the 
winter layer above and siltier than the winter layer. It 
appears to represent reduced sediment input and 
weakened current velocity at the end of the melting 
season.

ALD

ALD

PHS



34 = summer layer with no prominent coarse 
layers. (Relatively rare in thicker varves.)

WR WR



35 = summer layer with a prominent coarse (light) layer at its 
bottom. Recorded immediately above 30, if 30 is present. This 
layer can typically represent the beginning of the melting season 
layer in ice-distal or valley side varves.

39

35

RRKF

39

PHS

PHS

PHS

PHS



35 cont.

PAS

PAS



36 = summer layer with one prominent 
coarse (light) layer in its middle.

PHS

PHSSST

KF

KF
KF

PHS ALD



36 cont.

PHS

KF

CNB

KF



37 = summer layer with 2 
prominent coarse (light) layers 
in its middle. 

KF
PHSPHS

KF



38 = summer layer with 3 or more 
prominent coarse (light) layers in 
its middle. 

SST PHS

KF

KF



39 = summer layer with a prominent 
coarse (light) layer at its top. Recorded 
immediately below 32, if 32 is present. 
This unit may represent the end of the 
melting season layer.

ALDALD
ALD

PHS

SST

KF

KF



39 cont.

MER

ALDPHS

PHS



40 = summer layer with 
package of laminated 
highly rhythmic beds at 
bottom, may be in unit 
recorded as 30.

PHS

PHS

PHS

PHS

STR

KFKF

Rhythmic (diurnal?) Layers



40 cont.

KF

PHS

CNB



41 = summer layer with 
package of laminated highly 
rhythmic beds in middle, may 
be in unit recorded as 31.

ALD

PHSSST

KF

ALD



41cont.

PHS

SST SST

SST

SST

KF



41 cont.

BFL



42 = summer layer with package of laminated 
highly rhythmic beds at top, may be in unit 
recorded as 32 but should not be in base of 
winter layer (see 59).

ALD

PHS
PHS

PHS

PHS

STR

SST KF



42 cont.

ALD



43 = summer layer that is 15-50% 
waxing (coarsening) and waning 
(fining) structure (cycles).

ALD

ALD

ALD ALDSST

Waxing/Waning Structure



44 = summer layer that is >50% 
waxing (coarsening) and waning 
(fining) structure (cycles).

KF

SST

ALD

ALD
ALD



Xx label
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IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – WINTER (NON-MELT SEASON) 
SEDIMENT/LAYER TYPES August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate winter (non-melt season) layer types and variations for the annotation code.

WINTER (NON-MELT SEASON) LAYER CHARACTERISTICS (50-59)

LAYER TYPES:

50 = winter layer is very thin (<3 mm) or a clay parting. These layers are sometimes silty and their thinness makes the
identification of winter bed variation features (below) difficult.

51 = winter layer is not gradational with summer layer below (diatactic varve), summer/winter transition over 1 mm or less.
52 = winter layer is gradational over more than 1 mm with underlying summer layer below (symmict varve). 

VARIATIONS:

53 = winter layer with two separate colors (dark over light, or gray over red) due to compositional, not grain size differences.
54 = winter layer with two separate colors (light over dark, or red over gray) due to compositional, not grain size differences.
55 = winter layer is muddy and silty throughout.
56 = winter layer has faint muddy silty zone or parting in middle. This may represent a weak melting or stream/storm runoff

event after the initiation of winter clay deposition.
57 = winter layer has one prominent light silty or sandy parting. This may represent a melting or stream/storm runoff event after

the initiation of winter clay deposition.
58 = winter layer has two or more prominent light silty or sandy partings. These may represent two or more melting or

stream/storm runoff events after the initiation of winter clay deposition.
59 = winter layer has rhythmic (diurnal?) silty layers or partings in its base, i.e. rhythmic layering occurs after the initiation of 

winter clay deposition. If the rhythmic layering is still in the summer layer (prior to initiation of clay deposition) it should be
designated as 32. 
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Localities of Images

ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley

CNB – Canoe Brook, Dummerston, Vermont, central Connecticut Valley

KF – Kelsey Furgeson plant, Redland Brick Co., East Windsor, Connecticut, southern Connecticut Valley

PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire

PK – P & K sand and gravel pit, Naples, Maine

SST – Sandy Stream, Jackman, Maine

STR – Starrucca Creek, Stevens Point (near Great Bend), Pennsylvania

WR – Wells River, Vermont



50 = winter layer is very thin (<3 mm) or a clay parting. These layers are sometimes silty 
and their thinness makes the identification of winter bed variation features (below) difficult.

SST

SST

SST

SST

PK



51 = winter layer is not gradational 
with summer layer below (diatactic 
varve), summer/winter transition 
over 1 mm or less.

WR

WR

PHS

PHS

PHS



52 = winter layer is gradational over more than 1 mm 
with underlying summer layer below (symmict varve).

WR

WR

PHS

STR

PHS

ALD

SST

ALD

ALD

ALD

ALD

ALD



53 = winter layer with two separate colors 
(dark over light, or gray over red) due to 
compositional, not grain size differences.

NO EXAMPLE YET



54 = winter layer with two separate colors 
(light over dark, or red over gray) due to 
compositional, not grain size differences.

G

G

R

R

KF



55 = winter layer is muddy and silty 
throughout.

NO EXAMPLE YET



56 = winter layer has faint 
muddy silty zone or parting in 
middle. This may represent a 
weak melting or stream/storm 
runoff event after the initiation 
of winter clay deposition.

ALD

ALD

SST

SST

WR



57 = winter layer has one 
prominent light silty or sandy 
parting. This may represent a 
melting or stream/storm runoff 
event after the initiation of winter 
clay deposition.

WR

SST

SST
ALD

ALD

PHS



ALD

ALD PHS

SST

SSTSTR CNB

58 = winter layer has two or more 
prominent light silty or sandy 
partings. These may represent two 
or more melting or stream/storm 
runoff events after the initiation of 
winter clay deposition.



59 = winter layer has rhythmic 
(diurnal?) silty layers or 
partings in its base, i.e. 
rhythmic layering occurs after 
the initiation of winter clay 
deposition. If the rhythmic 
layering is still in the summer 
layer (prior to initiation of clay 
deposition) it should be 
designated as 32.

ALD



Xx label
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IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SPECIAL CLASTIC 
FEATURES August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate clastic special features of the annotation code.

SPECIAL FEATURES (60-69): CLASTIC FEATURES – in addition to summer and winter layer characteristics
60 = isolated bedding plane depression or scour mark at top of winter layer
61 = isolated bedding plane depression or scour pit in or at top of summer layer
62 = entire top of winter layer is scoured or eroded.
63 = varve containing a folded or contorted layer or debris layer produced by soft sediment deformation associated with 

translational mass movement.
64 = layers in varve are deformed by load deformation or have water escape structures that do not appear to be associated 

with significant translational movement.
65 = brecciated layer in varve
66 = prominent, relatively thick (>0.5 cm), graded sand to clayey bed in summer layer, or graded sandy bed in winter layer 

(false couplet). In summer layer should be simultaneously recorded as one of 35-39.
67 = rippled or crossbedded sand, could simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 68.
68 = medium sand to gravelly layer or parting, could simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 67.
69 = diamicton layer, either due to ice rafting or mass flow.
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Localities of Images

ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley

CNB – Canoe Brook, Dummerston, Vermont, central Connecticut Valley

CVM – Connecticut Valley, Massachusetts

ERI – North shore of Erie basin, Ontario

HNK – Hinckley Reservoir bluffs, West Canada Creek valley, western Mohawk Valley region, New York

KF – Kelsey Furgeson plant, Redland Brick Co., East Windsor, Connecticut, southern Connecticut Valley

KIP – Keeseville Industrial Park, Keeseville, NY, Ausable River valley, Champlain basin

MER – Merrimack Valley, Soucook, New Hampshire

MVW – Western Mohawk Valley, central New York

OLY – Mine reclamation site, sub-till varves, Olyphant, Pennsylvania

PAS – East Barnet, Vermont, Passumpsic Valley, northern Connecticut basin

PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire

SST – Sandy Stream, Jackman, Maine

WCC – West Canada Creek valley, western Mohawk Valley region, New York

WR – Wells River, Vermont



60 = isolated bedding plane 
depression or scour of top of 
winter layer

WR

KF

PHS

PHS

PHS

PHS



61 = isolated bedding plane 
depression or scour in or at 
top of summer layer

NO EXAMPLE YET



62 = entire top of winter layer is 
scoured or eroded.



63 = varve containing a folded 
or contorted layer or debris 
layer produced by soft sediment 
deformation associated with 
translational mass movement.

ALD

ALD

ALD

HCK

PAS

OLY

ALD



64 = layers in varve are deformed by load 
deformation or have water escape structures 
that do not appear to be associated with 
significant translational movement.

CNB

PHS



65 = brecciated layer in varve

ALD



66 = prominent, relatively thick (>0.5 cm), 
graded sand to clayey bed in summer layer, or 
graded sandy bed in winter layer (false 
couplet). In summer layer should be 
simultaneously recorded as one of 35-39.

WR

SST

SST PHS
PHS

PHS



67 = rippled or cross-bedded sand, could 
simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 68.

PHS

PHS

SST

CNB

CNB



67 cont.

ONT

CVM



68 = medium sand to gravelly layer or parting, could 
simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 67.

KF

MER

SST

PHS



69 = diamicton layer, either due to ice rafting or 
mass flow.

KIP MVW

WCC

WCC
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Introduction
IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SPECIAL FEATURES: ICE- 

RAFTED DEBRIS August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate ice-rafted debris features of the annotation code.

ICE-RAFTED DEBRIS:

70 = summer layer is >50% rafted debris.
71 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but mostly in summer

layer.
72 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur evenly distributed in summer and 

winter layers.
73 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but mostly in top of 

summer through winter layer.
74 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but have conspicuous

concentration in top of winter layer.
75 = isolated outsized clast (dropstone).

Localities of Images
ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley
DNT – Donn Valley brickyard, Toronto, Ontario
KIP – Keeseville Industrial Park, Keeseville, NY, Ausable River valley, Champlain basin
LV1 – Willsboro, New York, Bouquet River, Champlain Valley
MVW – Western Mohawk Valley, central New York
OLY – Mine reclamation site, sub-till varves, Olyphant, Pennsylvania
PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire
WCC – West Canada Creek valley, western Mohawk Valley region, New York



70 = summer layer is >50% rafted debris.

Sub-ramp deposit with drop pellets of uniform 
lithology.

WCC



71 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock 
flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but 
mostly in summer layer.

DNT



72 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or 
rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur 
evenly distributed in summer and winter layers.

OLY



73 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton 
or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur 
throughout but mostly in top of summer 
through winter layer.

OLY

OLY

KIP

KIP



74 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are 
<50% of varve and occur throughout but have a conspicuous 
concentration in top of winter layer.

OLY

OLY

WCC

MVWLV1



75 = isolated outsized clast (dropstone)

LV1

OLY
WCC

PHS

ALD
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Introduction

IMAGE GUIDE FOR GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – SPECIAL FEATURES: 
CHEMICAL AND ORGANIC FEATURES August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate chemical and organic special features of the annotation code.

CHEMICAL/ORGANIC FEATURES:

80 = calcium carbonate concretion or cement layer.
81 = beds with oxidized Fe/Mn or Fe/Mn oxide accumulation.
82 = Fe/Mn nodule or concretion.
83 = oxidation banding cutting across bedding.
84 = thin dark brown to black, organic or oxide lamination on top of winter layer.
85 = black to dark bluish-gray color in sediment due to elevated organic content.
86 = plant fossil(s), may be oxidized.
87 = macroscopic bioturbation.
88 = shell, shells, or shell debris of bivalves or gastropods.
89 = fish fossil remains (scale or bone).

Localities of Images
ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley

KF – Kelsey Furgeson plant, Redland Brick Co., East Windsor, Connecticut, southern Connecticut Valley

NEW - South Newbury, Vermont, northern Connecticut Valley,  Antevs’ (1922) site #73

PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire

SST – Sandy Stream, Jackman, Maine

WR – Wells River, Vermont



80 = Calcium carbonate concretion or cement layer.

WR

PHS



81 = Beds with oxidized Fe/Mn or Fe/Mn oxide accumulation.

SST



82 = Fe/Mn nodule or concretion.

WR



83 = Oxidation banding cutting across bedding.

WR
PHS



84 = Thin dark brown to black, organic or 
oxide lamination on top of winter layer.

SST

ALD



85 = Black to dark bluish-gray color in 
sediment due to elevated organic content.

SST

SST



86 = Plant fossil(s), may be oxidized.

SST

ALD



87 = Macroscopic bioturbation.

Water escape structure 
for comparison

WR WR

KF

PHS

PHS



88 = Shell, shells, or shell debris 
of bivalves or gastropods.

NEW

NEW



89 = Fish fossil remains (scale or bone).

NO EXAMPLE YET
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Introduction

IMAGE GUIDE TO GLACIAL VARVE ANALYSIS AND ANNOTATIONS – MEASUREMENT NOTES
August 1, 2008

INTRODUCTION
The images on the following pages illustrate measurement notes of the annotation code.

MEASUREMENT NOTES AND UNCERTAINTIES (90-99)
90 = measured as one varve but this couplet may be two varves.
91 = measured as separate varve but this couplet may be a varve with couplet above. Always used with 92 for couplet above.
92 = measured as separate varve but this couplet may be a varve with couplet below. Always used with 91 for couplet below.
93 = crack in core.
94 = fault in core, accurate measurement unimpeded.
95 = core deformation, bedding warped during coring, accurate measurement unimpeded.
96 = core deformation, deformed by coring or naturally folding/contorted bed, accurate measurement is not likely.
97 = core join in this varve.
98 = core thickness, not a couplet measurement. This is the core thickness of a space measured in core or of sediment not 

included in a varve measurement.
99 = other comment:  Make a written note with a core designation and image number for later reference. This may be a feature

not covered by the present code.

Localities of Images
ALD – Aldrich Brook core site, Westmoreland, New Hampshire, central Connecticut Valley

OLY - Mine reclamation site, sub-till varves, Olyphant, Pennsylvania

PHS – Perry Hill basin, southern core site, Charlestown, New Hampshire



90 = measured as one varve but 
this couplet may be two varves.

ALD



92= measured as 
separate varve but 
this couplet may 
be a varve with 
couplet below. 
Always used with 
91 for couplet 
below.

91 = measured as 
separate varve but 
this couplet may 
be a varve with 
couplet above. 
Always used with 
92 for couplet 
above.

91

92

ALD ALD



93 = crack in core.

ALD

ALD



94 = fault in core, accurate 
measurement unimpeded.

OLY

OLY PHS

PHS



95 = core deformation, bedding 
warped during coring, accurate 
measurement unimpeded.

ALD
PHS



96 = core deformation, deformed 
by coring or naturally 
folding/contorted bed, accurate 
measurement is not likely.

PHS
PHS

PHS



97 = core join in this varve.

PHS

ALD ALD



98 = core thickness, not a couplet measurement. This is the core thickness of 
a space measured in core or of sediment not included in a varve 
measurement.

PHS PHS



99 = other comment:  make a written note with a core 
designation and image number for later reference. This may 
be a feature not covered by the present code.



Xx label


	10-16ImageAnnotSummerTypeAug1-2008
	Introduction: page 1
	10 = summer layer is a very thin (<3 mm), usually thinner than winter bed. The thinness of these layers makes the identification of bedding arrangements difficult.
	11 = summer layer with single solid tone and massive with no apparent internal layering.
	12 = summer layer is bedded with layers that are non-gradational from bottom to top of summer layer.
	13 = summer layer with simple normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding.
	14 = summer layer is bedded with stacks of layers that form a normally gradational package from bottom to top.
	15 = summer layer with simple reverse grading and little or no apparent internal bedding.
	16 = summer layer is bedded with stacks of layers that form a reversely gradational package from bottom to top.
	Xx label

	20-29ImageAnnotSummerTypeAug1-2008
	Introduction: page 1
	Introduction: page 2
	20 = summer layer is a very thin (<3 mm), usually thinner than winter bed. Recorded ignoring 30-32. The thinness of these layers makes the identification of bedding arrangements difficult.
	21 =  summer layer with single solid tone and massive with no prominent internal layering. Recorded ignoring 30-32.
	22 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that are non-gradational from bottom to top of summer layer. Recorded ignoring 30-32.
	23 = summer layer with simple normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not include 32).
	24 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form a normally gradational package from bottom to top (does not include 32).
	25 = summer layer with simple reverse grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not include 30).
	26 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form a reversely gradational package from bottom to top (does not include 30).
	27 = summer layer with initial reverse grading followed by normal grading and little or no apparent internal bedding (does not include 30 or 32).
	28 = summer layer is bedded with stack of layers that form an initially reverse graded package followed by a normal graded package from bottom to top (does not include 30 or 32).
	29 = summer layer is initially normal graded with reverse grading above. Summer grading is in the form of either: 1) a single bed with no apparent internal laminations, 2) two beds with no apparent internal laminations, one bed normally graded and the other reverse graded, or 3) a stack of beds that are initially normal graded and then reverse graded.
	Xx label

	30-49ImageAnnotationsBedArrangeAug1-2008
	Introduction: Page 1
	Introduction: Page 2
	30 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit at bottom apart from grading identified as 25, 26, 27, or  28. This unit is distinct from and siltier than the underlying winter layer and appears to mark low sediment input and current velocity at the beginning of the melting season. 
	30 cont.
	31 = summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit in middle. 
	32 =  summer layer has distinct bedded or non-bedded fine-grained unit at top separate from its winter layer and apart from grading identified as 23, 24, 27, or 28. This unit is non-gradational with the winter layer above and siltier than the winter layer. It appears to represent reduced sediment input and weakened current velocity at the end of the melting season. 
	34 = summer layer with no prominent coarse layers. (Relatively rare in thicker varves.) 
	35 = summer layer with a prominent coarse (light) layer at its bottom. Recorded immediately above 30, if 30 is present. This layer can typically represent the beginning of the melting season layer in ice-distal or valley side varves. 
	35 cont.
	36 = summer layer with one prominent coarse (light) layer in its middle.
	36 cont.
	37 = summer layer with 2 prominent coarse (light) layers in its middle. 
	38 = summer layer with 3 or more prominent coarse (light) layers in its middle. 
	39 =  summer layer with a prominent coarse (light) layer at its top. Recorded immediately below 32, if 32 is present. This unit may represent the end of the melting season layer. 
	39 cont.
	40 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds at bottom, may be in unit recorded as 30. 
	40 cont.
	41 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds in middle, may be in unit recorded as 31. 
	41cont.
	41 cont.
	42 = summer layer with package of laminated highly rhythmic beds at top, may be in unit recorded as 32 but should not be in base of winter layer (see 59). 
	42 cont.
	43 = summer layer that is 15-50% waxing (coarsening) and waning (fining) structure (cycles). 
	44 = summer layer that is >50% waxing (coarsening) and waning (fining) structure (cycles). 
	Xx label

	50-59ImageAnnotWinterAug1-2008
	Introduction: page 1
	Introduction: page 2
	50 = winter layer is very thin (<3 mm) or a clay parting. These layers are sometimes silty and their thinness makes the identification of winter bed variation features (below) difficult. 
	51 = winter layer is not gradational with summer layer below (diatactic varve), summer/winter transition over 1 mm or less. 
	52 = winter layer is gradational over more than 1 mm with underlying summer layer below (symmict varve).
	53 =  winter layer with two separate colors (dark over light, or gray over red) due to compositional, not grain size differences. 
	54 =  winter layer with two separate colors (light over dark, or red over gray) due to compositional, not grain size differences. 
	55 = winter layer is muddy and silty throughout.
	56 =  winter layer has faint muddy silty zone or parting in middle. This may represent a weak melting or stream/storm runoff event after the initiation of winter clay deposition. 
	57 = winter layer has one prominent light silty or sandy parting. This may represent a melting or stream/storm runoff event after the initiation of winter clay deposition. 
	58 = winter layer has two or more prominent light silty or sandy partings. These may represent two or more melting or stream/storm runoff events after the initiation of winter clay deposition. 
	59 = winter layer has rhythmic (diurnal?) silty layers or partings in its base, i.e. rhythmic layering occurs after the initiation of winter clay deposition. If the rhythmic layering is still in the summer layer (prior to initiation of clay deposition) it should be designated as 32. 
	Xx label

	60-69ImageAnnotClastFeatAug1-2008
	Introduction: page 1
	Introduction: page 2
	60 = isolated bedding plane depression or scour of top of winter layer
	61 = isolated bedding plane depression or scour in or at top of summer layer
	62 = entire top of winter layer is scoured or eroded. 
	63 = varve containing a folded or contorted layer or debris layer produced by soft sediment deformation associated with translational mass movement. 
	64 =  layers in varve are deformed by load deformation or have water escape structures that do not appear to be associated with significant translational movement. 
	65 = brecciated layer in varve
	66 = prominent, relatively thick (>0.5 cm), graded sand to clayey bed in summer layer, or graded sandy bed in winter layer (false couplet). In summer layer should be simultaneously recorded as one of 35-39. 
	67 = rippled or cross-bedded sand, could simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 68. 
	67 cont.
	68 = medium sand to gravelly layer or parting, could simultaneously be recorded as 66 or 67. 
	69 = diamicton layer, either due to ice rafting or mass flow.
	Xx label

	70-75ImageAnnotIRDFeatAug1-2008
	Introduction
	70 = summer layer is >50% rafted debris.
	71 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but mostly in summer layer.
	72 =  ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur evenly distributed in summer and winter layers. 
	73 =  ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but mostly in top of summer through winter layer.
	74 = ice-rafted clasts and pellets of diamicton or rock flour (silt) are <50% of varve and occur throughout but have a conspicuous concentration in top of winter layer.
	75 = isolated outsized clast (dropstone)
	Xx label

	80-89ImageAnnotChemOrgFeatAug1-2008
	Introduction
	80 = Calcium carbonate concretion or cement layer.
	81 = Beds with oxidized Fe/Mn or Fe/Mn oxide accumulation. 
	82 = Fe/Mn nodule or concretion.
	83 = Oxidation banding cutting across bedding.
	84 = Thin dark brown to black, organic or oxide lamination on top of winter layer.
	85 = Black to dark bluish-gray color in sediment due to elevated organic content.
	86 = Plant fossil(s), may be oxidized.
	87 = Macroscopic bioturbation.
	88 = Shell, shells, or shell debris of bivalves or gastropods.
	89 = Fish fossil remains (scale or bone).
	Xx label

	90-99ImageAnnotMeasNotesAug1-2008
	Introduction
	90 = measured as one varve but this couplet may be two varves. 
	91 = measured as separate varve but this couplet may be a varve with couplet above. Always used with 92 for couplet above. 
	93 = crack in core.
	94 = fault in core, accurate measurement unimpeded. 
	95 = core deformation, bedding warped during coring, accurate measurement unimpeded. 
	96 = core deformation, deformed by coring or naturally folding/contorted bed, accurate measurement is not likely. 
	97 = core join in this varve. 
	98 = core thickness, not a couplet measurement. This is the core thickness of a space measured in core or of sediment not included in a varve measurement. 
	99 = other comment:  make a written note with a core designation and image number for later reference. This may be a feature not covered by the present code.
	Xx label


